Rix Tiger - 19m Offshore Support Vessel
Main Particulars

Classification

Length overall 18.90 m

Class MCA Workboat Code Category 1 - up to 150miles offshore

Beam 7.20 m

German Certificate of Equivalency

Draft 1.40 m

Flag United Kingdom

Displacement (light ship) 42 Tonnes
Hull material Marine grade aluminium
Speed 20 kts (cruising) 25 Kts (sprint)

Capacities

Main Propulsion and Machinery

Passengers 12

Main Engines 2 x Cummins QSK19, 800HP

Crew 2-3

Gear boxes 2 x ZF2050 V Drive Super-shift gearbox with multidisc clutch

Cargo Payload 7 Tonnes
Fuel Capacity 5,900 Litres
Fresh water 215 Litres

Stern gear 2 x fixed pitch propellers
Bow-Thruster 2 x 125 kgF Thruster units
Deck Crane 1 x Palfinger 6500 Hydraulic Knuckle Boom

Fendering & Equipment
The Rix Tiger has a specially designed bow fender arrangement with a knuckle to improve docking performance
and reduce the step distance between the vessel and the Transition Piece. The fender material has been custom
made for the vessel by Seasight Offshore and has proven to give excellent grip when pushing up against the
Transition Pieces in significant wave heights of 1.5 – 2.0m
Cargo of up to a maximum payload of 7 T can be carried on the large fore-deck area (space for an individual 10’
container is available), with full lashing points available for cargo securing.
The vessel is provided with full safety equipment exceeding Flag standards, including the fitting of EPIRBS, SARTS,
and M.O.B. rescue systems. A Sea-Marshall M.O.B. locating system is fitted as standard.

Accommodation
Individual crew and passenger seating is provided benefiting from full air suspension seats, seatbelts and
head-rests for maximum safety. The accommodation and bridge is fully air conditioned with all decks fitted with
noise-deadening materials to reduce noise levels to a minimum to provide a comfortable transfer environment.
The vessel is provided with a ‘wet’ changing room with lockers, WC and shower, along with a galley in the main
passenger area.
The vessel has 2 flat screen TVs with DVD player and satellite TV receiver, and a full satellite Wi-Fi link is available
for passengers to use.
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